Living in Digital Times is a proud
partner of CTA®, producer of CES® in Las
Vegas each January. LIDT manages the
following programs and events at CES:
MARKETPLACES
• Health and Wellness
• Fitness & Technology
• Wearables
• Family & Technology
• Kids & Technology
• Sleep Technology
• BabyTech
• High-Tech Retailing
CONFERENCES
• Digital Health Summit
• Wearable Tech Summit
• FamilyTech Summit
• Kids@Play Summit
• Digital Money Forum
• High-Tech Retailing
PROGRAMING ON
SHOWFLOOR STAGE
• Fitness Tech
• BabyTech
• Beauty Tech

EVENTS
• KAPi Awards
• Last Gadget Standing
• Young Innovators to
Watch Competition
• FashionWare Show
• BabyTech Awards
MEDIA
• FamilyTech TV
• Digital Health &
Fitness LIVE

LIVING IN DIGITAL TIMES
AT A GLANCE

322

Number of Exhibitors

400

Number of
Conference Speakers

500

original media placements
and more than 2.4 billion
earned impressions

Social Media Impressions

1,045,240
For exhibiting and speaking/sponsoring
opportunities, email:
info@livingindigitaltimes.com
or call 201-564-7900

What is LIDT?
Living in Digital Times produces
a diverse range of events, conferences
and exhibits which bring together the
most knowledgeable leaders and the latest
innovations at the intersection of technology
and ever-changing lifestyles. LIDT helps
companies understand what it means to be a
consumer in today’s digital world and identify
trends and needs in their given marketplace.

CONFERENCES
Digital Health Summit
The pace of innovation in the Digital Health
arena exceeds all other areas of tech
innovation. The Digital Health Summit
provides a unique look at the role of
technology in advancing modern medicine,
healthcare and wellness. From diagnosing,
monitoring, and treating a variety of illnesses,
we explore how telemedicine, robotics, gene
sequencing, real-time medical monitoring,
and smart wearables are changing healthcare.

Wearable Tech Summit
Glasses, wrist-wear, smartwatches, smart
jewelry, fitness trackers, wearable cameras,
virtual reality headsets, sleep caps. We
explore what’s new, what’s working and
what’s on the horizon.

Family Tech Summit
From communications to homework, from
cooking to entertainment, tech has become
the sidekick to today’s busy families. Discover
products making homes and cars smarter and
keeping families connected.

Kids@Play Summit
Today’s kids are tomorrow’s digital
consumers, and they’re experiencing nothing
short of a renaissance in their worlds of
play and learning. From robots to drones,
from 3D creations to the virtual world, come
experience the products and ﬂesh out the
new world of play and learning.

The Digital Money Forum
Swipe, Tap, Blink or Blockchain?
The Digital Money Forum highlights the
financial companies and high tech developers
offering a dizzying array of financial tools and
solutions at the heart of digital commerce.
From e-wallets to mobile payment systems,

COMPETITIONS
from virtual currency to cryptographic
solutions, the Forum is designed to educate
the industry on the digitization of money.

High-Tech Retailing Conference
Whether it’s online, in store, or a mixed
channel experience, retailers are struggling
with technology that will let them reach
their customers. It’s a survival imperative
that retailers find technology that will create
long-term customer engagement. The HighTech Retailing Conference will look at how
experiential shopping meets high-tech, how
big data = big insights into a shopper’s brain
and the life cycle of “smart” merchandise.

SHOWFLOOR STAGE
BabyTech
Experience the emerging Internet of Baby
Things. We showcase all things Baby Tech,
from breast pumps to at-home medical
diagnostics tools, tools to conceive, and
connected devices that keep babies
thriving and learning.

BeautyTech
From augmented and virtual reality beauty
solutions that help you re-imagine your looks
to skin and hair analysis tools, there is no
aspect of beauty that has not been given a
tech makeover.

FitnessTech Summit
Monitoring the body’s performance is the new
normal. Shirts, socks, shoes, jewelry—almost
anything can now be used to gather data
from virtually anywhere on the human body.
Emerging areas like AI, VR and AR are being
used by today’s cutting edge fitness buffs in
everything from sports rehab to motivation to
making super bio-athletes.

Last Gadget Standing
A perennial attendee favorite, Last Gadget
Standing challenges contenders to give
the product demo of their lives. At stake:
bragging rights as the product “most likely
to change the face of technology.” See all
the competitors strut their stuff in this
inventive, fast-paced competition.

KAPi Awards
The Kids@Play Inneractive Awards
celebrate excellence in children’s media.
Meet and mingle with the toys, the tech
and the people in the kids’ tech industry.

Young Innovators to Watch
Competition
The Young Innovators program offers
scholarship awards to high school
and college students developing new
technological products and experiences.

Best of BabyTech Awards
Now in it’s fourth year, The Baby Tech
Awards recognizes and highlights
outstanding achievement in fertility,
pregnancy and baby technology.

LIDT EVENTS
FashionWare
Tech-forward attire and accessories
for everyone, the business exec to the
bling lover, the sports devotee to the
mobile-centric family; see the latest in
this wearable tech fashion show. Learn
about new fabrics, new chipsets, wearable
payment systems, and displaying your
emotions on your sleeve.

Robotics on the Runway
Come see the show that exclusively
features cutting-edge robotics. With millions of robots worldwide, it’s evident that
robots and artificial intelligence are revolutionizing human productivity. You won’t
want to miss this one-of-a-kind event!

